
ОГЭ: Устная часть

Задание 3
НЕ учим монологи





The Why

• learned helplessness



The What



CEFR



The What

• тематическое: topic -> vocabulary, ideas

• содержательное
• связное
•логичное высказывание

•Complex communication, idea development



The How

•Text-based approach

• Sample-based approach

•Concept-led approach



Task 3. You are going to give a talk about travelling. You will have to start in 1.5 minutes and speak for not 
more than 2 minutes (10–12 sentences). 

Remember to say:

• Why do most people like travelling?
                                                                        When do most people choose to travel?
                                                                                               summer 

• which season is the best for travelling in your opinion;

• what means of transport is the best for travelling, and why;

• what your attitude to travelling is.

You have to talk continuously.



Task 3. You are going to give a talk about travelling. You will have to start in 1.5 minutes and speak for not 
more than 2 minutes (10–12 sentences). 

Remember to say:

• like travelling ->

• season ->

• transport ->

•attitude - >

You have to talk continuously.



•Analysis

•Generalization 

•Personalization (you?)

•Exemplification

•Comparison



Task 3. You are going to give a talk about travelling. You will have to start in 1.5 minutes and speak for not 
more than 2 minutes (10–12 sentences). 

Remember to say:

There are different reasons why people like travelling.

•why most people like travelling;   + you

•which season is the best for travelling in your opinion;        compare -> winter

•what means of transport is the best for travelling, and why;     at least 2

•what your attitude to travelling is.

You have to talk continuously.



•what movies are on;

•Who helps you?

•Who do you help?



For me, travelling is about …

•… рус -> англ. 

•… …
•…
•…





• Learning about other cultures

• Learning about nature

• Learning to do new things

•…

• from specific to general

-> is about …



For most people, travelling is about … 
opportunities 

                                

                to give sb                                                                              to do sth

               to offer (sb)                     an opportunity

                                                                                             good

                                                                                              great                                              

    to get                                                                                  excellent

     to take (up)                                                                        wonderful 

        to lose, miss                                                                      unique, rare

                                                                                                  golden





 2. Which of the points would you use to talk about travelling:

 

a)      as a way to fight stress;

 

b)      as a self-improvement tool;

 

c)       as an essential practice for modern people;

 

c)       as an effective teaching tool.



3. Rank the ideas in order of their importance.

4. Summarize the ideas using the phrases below:

The main reason is that…
Besides, …
And on top of that, … 



reasons why                                                                                                                                               best means of transport + WHY
people LIKE travelling:
 

best season + WHY                                                                                                                                             your attitude + WHY



https://vk.com/@egexpert-oge-2021-metodika-ku
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